
Melanie Long ’17 of St. Charles, IL is a wife and mother, 

as well as a social worker at the Kenneth Young Center in 

Elk Grove Village. Reflecting on her Judson experience, 

she is grateful for the unique ways her Judson education has 

driven her to the role she serves in today!  

Melanie says she first knew Judson was the place for her 

because of its smaller size and faith-based approach to 

education.  

"My faith is very important to me, and I knew I wanted an 

education where they not only took that seriously but implemented that in the classroom and 

community.” 

During her time at Judson, Melanie studied psychology and discovered her inner curiosity for the 

world around her. 

"At Judson, I learned to love asking questions and to always be curious. In my field, that's how you 

really succeed and not only get to know your clients but help them succeed. By understanding the 

'why' behind behaviors and actions, I can help them move forward in whatever their goals are.” 

Melanie credits her RA and her husband, Luke and Christine Wulbecker, with having a significant 

influence on her life. They led several of the mission trips to Peru, which is where Melanie 

discovered her first interest in social work.  

"At the time, Christine was studying in a master's program for social work and that was a big turning 

point for me in learning about my goals and what I would want my next educational step to be.” 

Today, those goals are now a reality as Melanie works to serve others each day. One of her favorite 

parts of her work involves interacting with so many different people! 

"As a social worker, I have been given many different opportunities to meet some incredible people 

and hear who they are and be a piece of their story. It is such a privilege to me to know others, not 

just clients, but fellow colleagues and peers. I absolutely love hearing people's stories and the variety 

of work I get to do in my field!"  

Melanie believes her Judson education is what has fully equipped her for the role she has today! 

"Judson was the foundation of my educational experience and a resource that exposed me to a lot of 

things I did not know, both in and out of the classroom setting. Being familiar with those resources 

has helped me be able to provide resources to the clients I work with. God has opened many doors in 

my life because of the opportunities I was given at Judson.” 

When asked what being a member of the Judson community means to her she replied, “To still be 

living in this community and close by is so great because I know I can go back whenever I want for a 

play, choir concert, or just to visit. Judson gave me a place to grow, learn, find love, and make 

friendships of a lifetime. It means the world to me to be a member of the Judson community.”  


